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TENZO COLOUR NO. MATERIAL
Lacquered chipboard. Metal leg. Plastic handles.

001 WHITE

014 GREY

031 FOREST GREEN

design studio

Details
The black metal framed legs and the 
black handles create contrasts and 
give Mello an interesting look. The 
handle is crafted with an inset that 
makes this furniture exclusive. The 
details are designed with a reflection 
for creating a collection that makes 
an impression.

Contemporary and timeless
Mello is designed to connect with 
the Scandinavian design heritage – 
clean lines with no fuss. The  
appearance of Mello is both  
contemporary and timeless. 

Made in Sweden
At Tenzo, we design and produce 
modern, high-quality furniture. Our 
production facilities are located 
in Smålandsstenar in the south of 
Sweden.  

Design by: Tenzo Design studio
This product is designed by  
Tenzo Design studio. With nearly 90 
years of experience in design and 
construction, we know about  
manufacturing contemporary  
Scandinavian furniture to a broad 
international market.
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White/Black - 001

W:176 x D:43 x H:40 cm
2603

DESIGN BY:
Tenzo Design studio

White/Black - 001

MELLO

W:118 x D:43 x H:123 cm

White/Black - 001

2606

W:176 x D:43 x H:72 cm
2609

Lowboard 3Dr

Sideboard 2D 3Dr

Highboard 3D 3Dr
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Furnishing is not just about creating a look – it´s about making a place where you and your  
personality belongs. The Mello storage collection allows you to create the perfect space to reflect 
you and your lifestyle. 

The Mello furniture got a pure look with its lacquered body and fronts. The black metal legs  
reinforce the feeling of a contemporary furniture range with clean lines. To add style, the handles 
are crafted with an inset that creates a pale shadow and gives Mello its character. The thoughtfully 
designed details got an attitude to catch the eye, and make Mello a timeless classic.

CONTEMPORARY AND TIMELESS

MELLO


